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On the bus with Grannny

 “Peter! Time to get up!” calls Mama, just like every 

day. Und just like every day, Peter rolls over and pre-

tends he doesn’t hear her. “Peter, please get up. I 

have to talk to you about something.” Now Peter is 

curious and he gets up.

At breakfast, Mama says, “Pe-

ter, Granny is coming to visit 

us tomorrow. I’ll pick her up 

at lunchtime, but I have to 

go back to the office in the 

afternoon and Granny has a 

doctor’s appointment. Can 

you go with her? She doesn’t 

know the buses very well.”

“Go with Granny? Sure, no 

problem,” says Peter. After all, he takes the bus to 

school every day. “I’m a bus expert!” What can be 

hard about that, Peter wonders. But he looks forward 

to seeing Granny and is happy to go with her.

Peter grabs his school bag and runs out. He sees the 

bus coming around the corner and sprints to the bus 

stop. At the last moment, he squeezes through the 

Hi!
As you’ll see, there 
are questions in little 
boxes all through this 
book. They’re for you 
to test yourself to see 
if you’re a bus expert 
too. The answers are 
all at the end of the 
story.

Have fun!
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door before it closes again and his school bag almost 

gets caught. His friend Clara is already waiting for him 

on the bus. “Peter, you just made it!” Peter tells Clara 

that he has to go with his granny to the doctor tomor-

row. “On the bus?” Clara asks. But your granny can’t 

run to the stop as fast as you. You’d better check 

when the bus goes 

and leave a few mi-

nutes early,” she ad-

vises. “Good idea,” 

thinks Peter.

He has to laugh when 

he imagines his rather 

fragile granny running 

to the bus stop. He 

decides to ask Papa 

to help him check on 

the Internet that eve-

ning to see which bus 

Question 1:
Where at the bus 
stop can you see 
when the next bus 

is coming? 
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to take and when so they 

can get to the doctor on 

time.

Peter and Clara push their way past the other pas-

sengers and grab a seat. Across from them sits a lady 

with a little girl on her lap.

The girl is bored and would rather run around the bus 

than sit nicely on her mother’s lap.  But her mother 

won’t let her go. “No, Marie, you can’t do that. You’re 

not allowed to run 

around on the bus. 

Look, the grown-

ups are all sitting 

down or holding 

on too.” “Why?” 

asks the girl, and 

the mother looks 

as if Marie is asking 

the question for the 

hundredth time. 

“Because the bus 

can stop suddenly 

and then you’ll fall 

and hurt yourself,” 

explains the mo-

ther patiently.

Question 2: 
What should you offer to 
older passengers?
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Little Marie stays with her mother but she’s still bored. 

“Look Mama, there are stickers on the window,” she 

cries, excited all of a sudden.

Marie’s mother is happy that something has caught 

her little girl’s attention. “Yes, look.  What are the pic-

tures on them?” she asks. Marie looks at the pictures 

carefully. “A mama with a baby,” she recognises im-

mediately. “And what else?” asks her mother. “An old 

man. And a man with funny dots on his arm.” “That 

arm band with the spots shows that the man is blind. 

He can’t see anything.” “Why?” asks Marie. “You 

mean why can’t he see 

anything? I don’t know,” 

answers the mother. “No, 

why are the stickers the-

re?” Marie wants to know. 

“Ah, these seats are re-

served for people who have a hard time travelling by 

bus and who really need a seat. These seats are near 

the driver and near the exit and there is no step in 

Question 3: 
What kind of energy 
does the trolleybus use?
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front of them. Older peo-

ple can be a little bit un-

steady when the bus has 

to stop. Young, healthy 

people should get up if 

someone needs these seats.” “And the mama with 

the baby? asks Marie. “She’s happy when she can sit 

down too,” says her mother with a sigh.

Peter smiles. But he has never actually paid atten-

tion to the stickers before. “There’s a special seat for 

my granny on the 

trip tomorrow,” 

he thinks happi-

ly. And Peter and 

Clara get up from 

their seat and of-

fer it to an older 

man standing 

next to them. He 

thanks them and 

Peter feels like a 

real gentleman. 

He’s very spor-

ty himself and 

doesn’t have any 

problem at all 

Question 4: 
Where do passengers 
wait for the bus?
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staying on his feet on the 

shaky bus! But Peter knows 

you always have to hold on 

tight on the bus because 

the driver might have to brake suddenly.

It’s time to get off. Peter goes with Cla-

ra to the door. Clara pushes the stop 

button. Once they were so interested 

in their conversation that they forgot to 

push the button. The bus didn’t stop at 

their stop and they had to get off and 

the next one and walk all the way back. 

They were late for school that day. That 

was pretty stupid.

An older lady who looks a little bit like 

Granny is waiting next to them for the 

next stop. Pe-

ter notices that 

she pushes the 

pram button. 

He nudges 

Clara. “She doesn’t have a 

pram with her.”

The lady hears him. “No,” she says, “I don’t, but when 

you push this button, the doors don’t close quite so 

Question 5: 
Who sits at the very front 
of the bus? 

Question 6: 
Where in the bus should 

you not stand? 
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quickly. The driver makes sure that everyone can get 

off safely without having to rush. 

And it’s not just prams that take more time. At my 

age I need a bit more time to get on and off the bus. 

My eyes aren’t so good anymore and I’m often a bit 

dizzy. I’m afraid of falling be-

cause my old bones break 

easily,” says the white-haired 

lady with a friendly smile. Pe-

ter and Clara get off the bus 

and go to school. 

Question 7: 
On which map can 

you find all the bus 
routes?
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Peter thinks of the bus trip 

and the older lady again. 

There were a few things he 

had never even thought 

about! But now that he had seen the bus journey 

through Granny’s eyes, it’s clear to him why Mama 

wants him to accompany Granny.

Taking the bus can be hard for older people. That’s 

why they need a seat. And they need to be extra ca-

reful getting off the bus so they don’t fall. Granny will 

be amazed at how well Peter can take care of her! 

“Like I said, I’m a bus expert!” smiles Peter.

Question 8: 
What must every
passenger buy?



This is what my
granny told me

“Do you know what, Peter? I used 

to go almost everywhere by car. 

But that’s too stressful for me now. 

Now I’m happy to be a bus passen-

ger. The bus is practical and I always 

hold on tight so nothing can happen. 

I can get anywhere in the city and 

never have to worry about expensive 

parking spots. When I’m sitting com-

fortably on the bus and look out the 

window at the irritable car drivers in 

traffic, I have to smile to myself. Why does everyone 

have to go everywhere by car? It would be much 

better in the city if we had less car traffic. And do you 

know what, Peter? I think we should also think a little 

bit more about the environment.

Each one of us could do our part if we all took the bus 

a bit more often. I feel really proud when I take the 

bus because it’s environmentally friendly and I know 

I’m doing something good for our future.”

Yours truly,
    Peter



Alphabet soup
The answers are all hidden here: schedule, seat,
electricity, bus stop, bus driver, doors, bus network 
map, ticket
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